OUTDOOR HOT TUBS
STANDARD + SELECT + EXCLUSIVE

BATHE IN PLEASURE
Novitek® brings the spa to your home. Our outdoor hot tubs
are design elements for the yard or terrace, inviting you to relax
and enjoy a luxurious hot tub bath without time-consuming
preparations. Handmade in Finland, Novitek outdoor hot tubs are
designed for northern conditions – they endure time, weather and
take good care of their owner for decades.
As a Finnish manufacturer of outdoor hot tubs, we consider strict
quality standards to be the priority in all we do: technology,
materials and service. The finished design and customizability of
Novitek outdoor hot tubs ensure that the hot tub fits perfectly
into its surroundings. We want to offer an unforgettable bathing
experience – time after time, all year round and for years to come.
Novitek outdoor hot tubs are made using the best possible
materials, components and technology. This makes the hot tub’s
upkeep easy and affordable. The hot tub’s operating costs remain
moderate year-round, even if the tub is used every day.
All Novitek outdoor hot tubs are manufactured in Salo, Finland.

BATHING IS NOT ABOUT TECHNIQUE.
MAKING HOT TUBS IS.

SUPREME QUALITY
Novitek® outdoor hot tubs are made
using the best possible materials and
components. Such features as the
aluminum frame that distributes the
mass of water evenly, the American
Balboa control panel and ABS plastic
base make the hot tub a long-lasting
and stylish companion.

LOW OPERATING COSTS
The hot tub’s polyurethane insulation and
weatherproof insulating cover keep the water
ready and operating costs low all year round.

EFFORTLESS USE
The water of the outdoor hot tub needs
to be changed only 2–4 times per year
depending on the utilization rate. Thanks to
fiber filters, a ozonator and chemicals, the
water stays clean and clear for a long time.

LOW MAINTENANCE
The inner surface of the outdoor
hot tub is made of sanitary acrylic,
which is a hard, glossy and easy-toclean material, making the care of
the surface very easy. The composite
paneling retains its original color well,
it is easy to keep clean and looks just
as good after many years of use.

MADE FOR YOU
Your Novitek outdoor hot tub is made according
to your wishes. Handmade in Finland, Novitek hot
tubs are designed for northern conditions – they
endure time, weather and take good care of their
owner for decades. Order the best tub to fit your
yard or terrace.

STANDARD
Simple elegance

STANDARD
Simple elegance
A quality outdoor hot tub is a pleasure that should belong to everyone. Standard
is a simple and stylish collection of hot tubs that are a great choices for example
as your first outdoor hot tub. The Standard outdoor hot tubs are sold as readymade packages. They are white on the inside, and the cabinet is beautiful gray
composite paneling. These hot tubs are also handmade in Salo – guaranteed
Finnish quality.

LUOSTO

RUKA

ROPI

HELMI

STANDARD

LUOSTO

190 cm

93 cm

Luosto is a compact family hot tub, providing a bathing
experience for five people. The design of the new 2019 model
serves to even the little family members and offers suitable
seat depths for everyone.
Luosto is white on the inside, and the cabinet is a beautiful
gray composite paneling.

Accessories
•
Balboa CMS
•
UV sanitation
•
Status Pro
190 cm

Size

190 x 190 x 93cm

Uprights / Lounge seats

3/2

Dry weight

255kg

Water capacity

1000l

Frame

Aluminium

Outer panelling

Plastrex (grey)

Insulation

Finnfoam 30mm

Electrical connection

1 x 16A 230V

Control box

Balboa BP200

Control Panel

Balboa TP500

Massage jets

Balboa 29

Heater

Balboa 2kW

Pumps

1 x 1,5HP 2 Speed

Cartridge filter

1

Water sanitization

Ozon generator

LED-lights

10

Outer lights

N-Logo

Insulating Spa Cover

12 cm

STANDARD

RUKA

190 cm

93 cm

Ruka is a small outdoor hot tubs with great possibilities. A
lounge seat, 2 deeper seats and 3 smaller seats offer a lot of
variation for up to 6 bathers. The hot tub is very easy to use
with its two-stage pump. Ruka is white on the inside, and the
cabinet is a beautiful gray composite paneling.

Accessories
•
Balboa CMS
•
UV sanitation
•
Status Pro
190 cm

Size

190 x 190 x 93cm

Uprights / Lounge seats

5/1

Dry weight

250kg

Water capacity

1000l

Frame

Aluminium

Outer panelling

Plastrex (grey)

Insulation

Finnfoam 30mm

Electrical connection

1 x 16A 230V

Control box

Balboa BP200

Control Panel

Balboa TP500

Massage jets

Balboa 28

Heater

Balboa 2kW

Pumps

1 x 1,5HP 2 Speed

Cartridge filter

1

Water sanitization

Balboa Ozon
Generator

LED-lights

10

Outer lights

N-Logo

Insulating Spa Cover

12 cm

STANDARD

ROPI

160 cm

93 cm

Ropi is the newest member of the Standard product family.
This compact outdoor hot tub is perfect for small spaces
without compromising style or ergonomics. The hot tub’s
one upright seat and two lounge seats equipped with jets
guarantee the perfect relaxation time after time. Ropi is
white on the inside, and the cabinet is a beautiful gray
composite paneling.

Accessories
•
Balboa CMS
•
UV sanitation
•
Status Pro

190 cm

Size

190 x 160 x 93cm

Uprights / Lounge seats

1/2

Dry weight

220kg

Water capacity

900l

Frame

Aluminium

Outer panelling

Plastrex (grey)

Insulation

Finnfoam 30mm

Electrical connection

1 x 16A 230V

Control box

Balboa BP200

Control Panel

Balboa TP500

Massage jets

Balboa 25

Heater

Balboa 2kW

Pumps

1 x 1,5HP 2 Speed

Cartridge filter

1

Water sanitization

Balboa Ozon
Generator

LED-lights

11

Outer lights

N-Logo

Insulating Spa Cover

12 cm

STANDARD

HELMI

190 cm

93 cm

Finnish for “pearl,” Helmi is a true pearl on your yard. This
compact hot tub fits well even on terraces. This hot tub has
a classically beautiful design and a round inner tub. Its clear
and ergonomic design makes it a perfect oasis of relaxation
for anyone. The seats equipped with massage jets pamper
four bathers at a time. Helmi is white on the inside, and the
cabinet is a beautiful gray composite paneling.

Accessories
•
Balboa CMS
•
UV sanitation
•
Status Pro
190 cm

Size

190 x 190 x 93cm

Uprights / Lounge seats

4/0

Dry weight

250kg

Water capacity

1000l

Frame

Aluminium

Outer panelling

Plastrex (grey)

Insulation

Finnfoam 30mm

Electrical connection

1 x 16A 230V

Control box

Balboa BP200

Control Panel

Balboa TP500

Massage jets

Balboa 24

Heater

Balboa 2kW

Pumps

1 x 1,5HP 2 Speed

Cartridge filter

1

Water sanitization

Balboa Ozon
Generator

LED-lights

8

Outer lights

N-Logo

Insulating Spa Cover

12 cm

What should I consider when purchasing an outdoor hot tub?
Before purchasing an outdoor hot tub, you should think about where the hot tub will be placed
and how many people will be using it. The placement and number of bathers affect the suitable
size for your hot tub. The Novitek collection includes outdoor hot tubs ranging in size from 190 x
160 cm all the way to 275 x 220 cm.
Next, it is worth considering what purpose the hot tub will be used for. The choice of hot tub is
affected by your own preferences regarding massage features, for example. If you want to invest
in massage features, you should consider the number and power of the massage pumps.
The shape of the hot tub also makes a difference. Novitek’s collections include hot tubs from
simple models to various design options. You can choose between upright seats, lounge seats
and something in between. We promise that you can find a hot tub for any purpose in our
selection.

SELECT
Freedom of choice

SELECT
Freedom of choice
The hot tubs of the Select collection have a classic design.
The collection includes excellently equipped hot tubs, the seating options of which provide
a wonderful bathing experience to suit every taste. With the Novitek Select collection, you
can choose the inner and outer colours of your hot tub.

OLOS

HALTI

select

OLOS

210 cm

96 cm

The Olos outdoor hot tub is suitable for traditional bathing
and relaxation. The versatile massage functions and lounge
seats relax five bathers from head to toe. The combination of
three upright seats of different heights and two lounge seats
provides an opportunity for both total relaxation and lively
water play.

Accessories
•
Balboa CMS
•
UV sanitation
•
Status Pro
•
LED-lighted jets
•
Sink paneling
•
2-speed pumps

210 cm

Size

210 x 210 x 96cm

Uprights / Lounge seats

3/2

Dry weight

350kg

Water capacity

1300l

Frame

Aluminium

Outer panelling

UPM 3 colours

Insulation

Finnfoam 30mm

Electrical connection

3 x 16A 400V

Control box

Balboa BP600

Control Panel

Balboa Spa Touch

Massage jets

Balboa 53

Heater

Balboa 3kW

Pumps

1 x 1,5HP 2 Speed,
2 x 1,5HP 1 Speed

Cartridge filter
Water sanitization

1
Balboa Ozon
Generator

LED-lights

14

Headrest

3

Outer lights

N-Logo

Insulating Spa Cover

12 cm

select

HALTI

230 cm

102 cm

The largest hot tub of the Select collection provides a
gorgeous setting for as many as seven bathers. In addition
to three regular seats, the tub includes four captain’s seats
that massage the entire body, taking the bather on a journey
of imagination beyond the high seas. Thanks to the versatile
massage functions of the different sized jets, not even the
most demanding user is left cold. The new 2019 model has a
clear and modern design.

Accessories
•
Balboa CMS
•
UV sanitation
•
Status Pro
•
LED-lighted jets
•
Sink paneling
•
2-speed pumps

230 cm

Size

230 x 230 x 102cm

Uprights / Lounge seats

7/0

Dry weight

380kg

Water capacity

1700l

Frame

Aluminium

Outer panelling

UPM 3 colours

Insulation

Finnfoam 30mm

Electrical connection

3 x 16A 400V

Control box

Balboa BP600

Control Panel

Balboa Spa Touch

Massage jets

Balboa 58

Heater

Balboa 3kW

Pumps

1 x 1,5HP 2 Speed,
2 x 1,5HP 1 Speed

Cartridge filter
Water sanitization

1
Balboa Ozon
Generator

LED-lights

16

Headrest

4

Outer lights

N-Logo

Insulating Spa Cover

12 cm

NOVITEK SELECT and EXCLUSIVE - Exactly for you
You can choose any Novitek Select and Exclusive outdoor hot tub with your favorite colours. Choose the inside and outside
colour that you prefer. We are also happy to fulfill special requests, such as wooden cabinets. Ask more from your Novitek
retailer about the custom options.

SELECT
Choose from the wide range of extras for your Select hot tub and make your Novitek outdoor hot tub even more luxurious.
More about the Novitek extras on pages 28 and 29.

EXCLUSIVE
The Exclusive series comes standard with more powerful massage pumps, a separate energy efficient and silent filter pump,
more jets, a touch screen, CMS remote control, edge light outside lighting and separate on / oﬀ buttons for the massage
pumps directly at the seats to ensure ultimate relaxation. Some models also come with double filtration systems. Although
the Exclusive whirlpool has almost everything you can choose from many extras to make your Novitek Exclusive hot tub even
more luxurious. More about the Novitek extras on pages 28 and 29.

NOVITEK SELECT AND EXCLUSIVE – CHOOSE YOUR COLOuR
With Novitek Select and
Exclusive hot tubs, you can
choose the colours of the shell
(excl. Ylläs) and cabinet.

GREY

BLACK

BROWN

ALBA

PEARL
SHADOW

SILVER
STERLING

EXCLUSIVE
When good is not enough

EXCLUSIVE
When good is not enough
Our Exclusive collection combines traditional outdoor hot tub design with a clear
Scandinavian look. In addition to their beautiful appearance and excellent standard
equipment, Exclusive hot tubs can be updated with plenty of extra features.
With the Novitek Exclusive collection, you can choose the inner and outer colours of your
hot tub.

PALLAS

LEVI

MALLA

YLLÄS

KIILO

EXCLUSIVE

PALLAS

210 cm

96 cm

The Pallas outdoor hot tub is the perfect choice for those
who require versatility from their hot tub. With one
lounge seat, a captain’s seats with shoulder massage jets,
a shallower seat for the little ones and a bench for three
people, the hot tub provides excellent bathing pleasure to
suit every taste.

Accessories
•
UV sanitation
•
Status Pro
•
LED-lighted jets
•
Sink paneling
•
Microsilk
•
2-speed pumps

210 cm

Size

210 x 210 x 96cm

Uprights / Lounge seats

5/1

Dry weight

350kg

Water capacity

1300l

Frame

Aluminium

Outer panelling

UPM 3 colours

Insulation

Finnfoam 30mm

Electrical connection

3 x 16A 400V

Control box

Balboa BP2100

Control Panel

Balboa Spa Touch

Massage jets

Balboa 61

Heater

Balboa 3kW

Pumps

3 x 2HP 1 Speed

Filtration PumpKoller

200W

Cartridge filter

1

Water sanitization

Balboa Ozon
Generator

LED-lights

16

Headrest

2

Outer lights

N-Logo and
Edge Light

Wi-Fi

Balboa CMS

Auxiliary Buttons (jets on/oﬀ )

3

Insulating Spa Cover

12 cm

EXCLUSIVE

LEVI

230 cm

102 cm

The spacious Levi outdoor hot tub indulges as many as
seven bathers at a time. The tub includes two captain’s seats
equipped with shoulder massage jets and their own massage
pumps. The wide corner bench for five people provides the
kind of freedom of choice not available in many other hot
tub´s.

Accessories
•
UV sanitation
•
Status Pro
•
LED-lighted jets
•
Sink paneling
•
Microsilk
•
2-speed pumps

230 cm

Size

230 x 230 x 102cm

Uprights / Lounge seats

5/2

Dry weight

380 kg

Water capacity

1700 l

Frame

Aluminium

Outer panelling

UPM 3 colours

Insulation

Finnfoam 30mm

Electrical connection

3 x 16 A (400 V)

Control box

Balboa BP2100

Control Panel

Balboa Spa Touch

Massage jets

Balboa 58

Heater

3 kW

Pumps

3x 2HP 1 Speed

Filter pump

0,2 kW

Water sanitization

Ozon Generator

LED-lights

16

Headrest

2

Outer lights

N-Logo and
Edge Light

Wi-Fi

Balboa CMS

Auxiliary Buttons (jets on/oﬀ )

3

Insulating Spa Cover

12 cm

EXCLUSIVE

MALLA

230 cm

102 cm

The Malla outdoor hot tub combines user-friendliness with
unique massage features in a way you have not seen before.
Malla’s spacious lounge seat and five upright seats guarantee
excellent massage experiences. The double filtration and
easy-to-use touch screen ensure the tub’s perfect userfriendliness.

Accessories
•
UV sanitation
•
Status Pro
•
LED-lighted jets
•
Sink paneling
•
Microsilk
•
2-speed pumps

230 cm

Size

230 x 230 x 102cm

Uprights / Lounge seats

5/1

Dry weight

380kg

Water capacity

1700l

Frame

Aluminium

Outer panelling

UPM 3 colours

Insulation

Finnfoam 30mm

Electrical connection

3 x 16A 400V

Control box

Balboa BP2100

Control Panel

Balboa Spa Touch

Massage jets

Balboa 64

Heater

Balboa 3kW

Pumps

3x 2HP 1 Speed

Filtration PumpKoller

300W

Cartridge filter

2

Water sanitization

Ozon Generator

LED-lights

16

Headrest

3

Outer lights

N-Logo and
Edge Light

Wi-Fi

Balboa CMS

Auxiliary Buttons (jets on/oﬀ )

3

Insulating Spa Cover

12 cm

EXCLUSIVE

KIILO

230 cm

102 cm

The Kiilo hot tub has four different kinds of corner seats that
massage the bather at just the right spots. Each corner seat
is equipped with neck and shoulder massage jets, and two
of the seats also include massage jets for the feet and sides
give your Soles a relaxing massage on the bottom jets.

Accessories
•
UV sanitation
•
Status Pro
•
LED-lighted jets
•
Sink paneling
•
Microsilk
•
2-speed pumps

230 cm

Size

230 x 230 x 102cm

Uprights / Lounge seats

0/6

Dry weight

380kg

Water capacity

1700l

Frame

Aluminium

Outer panelling

UPM 3 colours

Insulation

Finnfoam 30mm

Electrical connection

3 x 16A 400V

Control box

Balboa BP2100

Control Panel

Balboa Spa Touch

Massage jets

Balboa 73

Heater

Balboa 3kW

Pumps

3x 2HP 1 Speed

Filtration PumpKoller

300W

Cartridge filter

2

Water sanitization

Ozon Generator

LED-lights

16

Headrest

4

Outer lights

N-Logo and
Edge Light

Wi-Fi

Balboa CMS

Auxiliary Buttons (jets on/oﬀ )

3

Insulating Spa Cover

12 cm

EXCLUSIVE

YLLÄS

220 cm

102 cm

The Ylläs outdoor hot tub is grand in both size and
appearance. The massive hot tub with its powerful massage
pumps provides relaxation to as many as nine bathers
at a time. The large number of jets guarantees a striking
bathing experience on all of the seats. The tub has separate
massage pumps for the two captain’s seats and the bench.
The massage intensity is easy to adjust to your liking with
separate control keys. The Ylläs shell color is Sterling Silver
or Pearl Shadow and the cabinet color can be chosen from
three different options.
Accessories
•
UV sanitation
•
Status Pro
•
LED-lighted jets
•
Sink paneling
•
Microsilk

275 cm

Size

220 x 275 x 102cm

Uprights / Lounge seats

7/2

Dry weight

450kg

Water capacity

2200l

Frame

Aluminium

Outer panelling

UPM 3 colours

Insulation

Finnfoam 30mm

Electrical connection

3 x 16A 400V

Control box

Balboa BP2100

Control Panel

Balboa Spa Touch

Massage jets

Balboa 89

Heater

Balboa 3kW

Pumps

2x 2HP 1 Speed,
1 x 3,5HP 1 Speed

Filter pump

300W

Cartridge filter

2

Water sanitization

Ozon Generator

LED-lights

16

Headrest

2

Outer lights

N-Logo and
Edge light

Wi-Fi

Balboa CMS

Auxiliary Buttons (jets on/oﬀ )

3

Insulating Spa Cover

12 cm

ACCESSORIES
The outdoor hot tubs in the Novitek collection are ready to use as they are, but you can make your tub even
more luxurious with the customization options and our extensive range of accessories. Some of the accessories
are installed at the factory and others you can purchase afterward and install them yourself.

UV sanitation
Balboa’s WAVETEC254™ sanitation system is designed to withstand the demanding environment
of a hot tub. UV light destroys 99% of harmful viruses, bacteria and pathogens without adding any
harmful chemicals or gases to the water. UV light reduces the need for chemicals and helps eliminate chloramines and skin and eye irritants.

2-SPEED PUMPS
If you want to adjust your massage intensity easily and eﬀortlessly, 2-speed pumps are an excellent
choice. With the hot tub’s control panel or the Exclusive line-ups Extra Auxiliary Buttons, you can
adjust the intensity either lower or higher.

CONTROLMYSPA™
The ControlMySpa™ remote control makes the use of your hot tub even easier and more flexible.
The app connects you to your hot tub from a mobile device wherever you are. The app allows you to
adjust the temperature, set up schedules, control the lights and receive notifications, among other
things.

EDGE LIGHT
The Exclusive series of Novitek hot tub´s comes standard with this feature. A minimalistic but yet
eﬀective lighting system that is integrated on every side of the pool giving it and the surrounding
area a Premium look. The system is Phillips HUE compatible so you can connect it with other HUE
products if you so wish.

STATUS PRO
A simple and eﬀective lighting system that indicates the status of your hot tub in real time. Status
Pro is attached to the siding of the hot tub with a stylish N® plate. With a quick glance, you can see if
everything is okay with your hot tub or if something needs attention.
Status Pro utilizes energy-efficient, long-lasting LED technology.

LED-lighted jets
Impressive and atmospheric lighting with LED lights.
LED-lighted jets and controls are perfect for improving the ambience of the bathing experience.
Lighted underwater jets create a beautiful reflection in the water.

MICROSILK®
There is strength and beauty in water. MicroSilk® is a new, patented form of hydrotherapy that reinvigorates your body and skin and makes you look younger and feel better. The gentle eﬀervescence
and silky feel of the water are signs that your body benefits from the saturated water with billions of
oxygen-rich microbubbles. These microbubbles increase the water’s oxygen level, energize skin cells,
stimulate the immune system and collagen production, kill bacteria and boost recovery. Instead of
adding any chemicals into the water, MicroSilk® works solely with a pump.

SINK PANELING
All hot tubs in the Select and Exclusive product families can be equipped with sink paneling as a
factory-installed accessory. With this paneling, the hot tub can be sunk into a terrace without separate
maintenance hatches built into the terrace. The sink paneling can be placed at most 40 cm from the
bottom of the hot tub to the top of the terrace. However, please note that you need to leave at least 50
cm of space by each straight wall of the hot tub to allow for enough room for maintenance.

COVER LIFT
A Cover lift helps you in your daily Bathing experiences. There are cover lifts with hydraulic aid or
plain muscle powered systems. The idea is to make the opening of the pool easier. Even to one person alone. Also, because the spa cover is made from a leather like material it is smart to use a Cover
Lift to minimize the risk of puncturing your spa cover by storing it for instance on the ground. Ask
your Novitek retailer about the diﬀerent Cover Lift variants.

TECHNICAL
SPECIFICATIONS

Size

LUOSTO

RUKA

ROPI

HELMI

OLOS

HALTI

190 x 190 cm

190 x 190 cm

190 x 160 cm

190 x 190cm

210 x 210 cm

230 x 230 cm

96 cm

102 cm

Height

93 cm

Number of people

5

6

3

4

5

7

Upright seats

3

5

1

4

3

7

Lounge seats

2

1

2

-

2

–

Massage jets

29 pcs.

28 pcs.

25 pcs.

24 pcs.

53 pcs.

58 pcs.

Massage pumps
Filter pump

1 x 1,5 hp

3 x 1,5 hp

Combination

Combination

Weight

250 kg

250 kg

220 kg

250kg

350 kg

380 kg

Water capacity

1000 l

1000 l

900l

1000l

1300 l

1700 l

Heater
Electrical connection

2 kW
1 x 16 A (230V)

Interior color

White

Siding color

Gray

Stepless intensity adjustment
CMS remote control
LED-lighted jets

Not available
Accessory

Optional

Not available

Optional

Right for technical changes reserved

INCLUDED IN ALL MODELS
Supporting aluminum frame
Energy-efficient polyurethane insulation
ABS base
Composite paneling
Fiber filtration system
BALBOA control panel
LED lighting
Insulating cover
Ozonator

PALLAS

LEVI

MALLA

KIILO

YLLÄS

210 X 210 cm

230 cm x 230 cm

230 cm x 230 cm

230 cm x 230 cm

275 cm x 220 cm

96 cm

102

102 cm

102 cm

102 cm

6

7

6

6

9

5

5

5

6

7

1

2

1

-

2

61 pcs.

58 pcs.

64pcs.

73 pcs.

89 pcs.

3 x 2 hp

2 x 2 hp + 1 x 3,5 hp

0,2 kW

0,3 kW

350 kg

380 kg

380 kg

380 kg

450 kg

1300 l

1700 l

1700 l

1700 l

2200 l

3 kW
3 x 16 A (400V)
Choose between three options

Silver Sterling, Pearl Shadow

Choose between three options
Standard
Standard
Accessory

www.novitek.fi
mail@novitek.fi
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